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About This Game

Detailed physics underpin a huge variety of challenges set throughout the history of this landmark automotive brand.
Painstakingly detailed cars and tracks reflect visceral damage as races wear on, an acute sense of speed communicates the power

of these highly tuned vehicles, as advanced AI challenges even the most experienced driver.

Key Features:

Extensive Online Competition - Single and Multiplayer integration with a selection of racing styles. Up to 8 players can
join a single race.
36 Circuits, Including Variations - GP circuits, test circuits, and bonus circuits; a wide variety of driving environments to
reflect the best driving the world has to offer. Tracks from the past and present.
Over 50 Stunningly Detailed Cars - The greatest modern and classic Ferrari models are lovingly rendered inside and out
– including working switchgear and visible engines.
Campaign Mode - Players experience the rich history of the Ferrari brand as they unlock tracks and cars throughout
Ferrari's history. Circuits unlocked during the campaign can be raced subsequently using any available cars.
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Title: Test Drive: Ferrari Racing Legends
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Slightly Mad Studios
Publisher:
Evolved Games
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP (SP3), Windows® Vista (Service Pack 1) or Windows® 7 Operating System
Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo 1.6 GHz
Memory:1 GB RAM
Graphics:256 MB Graphics Memory
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:6 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9 Compatible Sound Card
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:*Supported chipsets: ATI HD3 Series or greater; NVIDIA GeForce 8 Series or higher or greater Laptop versions of
these chipsets may work but are not supported. Updates to your video and sound card drivers may be required.

English,German,French,Italian
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I love Ferrari's and I love racing so this game was a must have. I haven't gotten deep into the campaign, but what I have driven
of it, it has been fun and challenging. Although, the game isn't really a simulation, I don't mind as sometimes I just want to hop
in and drive and not worry about set ups. So if you only enjoy full blown simulations this game is probably not for you.

When you start the campaign game you start your career when Ferrari started their in racing. It is so enjoyable hopping into the
old cars and taking them for a spin, then to start progressing to different models as well as feeling differences in the handling
etc, really keeps the game fresh, in my opinion.

You move from race to race in the campaign, each race is different and sometimes you aren't even in a official race, sometimes
you are qualifying for a race or driving head to head with one other driver. Each race has two "goals or time qualifications" to
meet, once you meet them you may move on to the next race.

Even though the game is older, the graphics are still very nice looking. There are 3 different levels of difficulty and when you
finish a campaign race on each difficulty you get the "medal" for that difficulty. The sounds are ok for a racing game as well.
The game was originally a Games for Windows Live release, some gamers may experience issues getting the game setup. I
however, had no issues at all with the set up even with the GFWL part of it. I already had a Microsoft\/xbox live account and
had no frustrations whatsoever with getting it all hashed out and running.

I recommend this game if you love to just race and especially if you love Ferrari's, but I can't recommend this game at it's
current price of 19.99, definitely get the game on sale for 9.99 or less.
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